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◆Abstract

Despite achieving the capacity for interference channels (IFCs), interference
alignment requires global channel state information (CSI) at every transmitter, which
is not only hard to manage, but consumes a huge amount of feedback capacity. The
objective of this talk is to address the distributed beamforming optimization problem
for the multiple-input single-output (MISO) IFC in which only a local CSI feedback
from the intended receiver to its corresponding multi-antenna transmitter exists. We
propose a step-by-step analytical construction for the sum-rate optimal zero-forcing
(ZF) solution where at each step an optimizing transmitter analytically constructs its
beamforming vector based on the changes in its (scalar) local interference observation
due to a reporting transmitter, while the rest remain fixed. The proposed scheme can
be managed by a twin-token approach. Results reveal that the proposed approach
achieves the sum-rate of the MISOIFC at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is fast,
requiring only K(K-1)(6M-3K+2)/2 steps, with M denoting the number of antennas
per transmitter and K the number of transmitters.
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